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In the early 1980's there was a small trend in Italian horror movies to give them titles that might

imply they were sequels to much more known (and larger budget) non-Italian horror flicks. This
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is one such case, but trust me this film is no relation to Ridley Scott's 1979 film "Alien" although

this film does "borrow" some ideas from "Alien". The agonizingly long opening scene uses lots of

stock footage and we are told of spacecraft returning to earth mysteriously missing it's crew.

Meanwhile shiny rocks are popping in California. Our main character Thelma is haunted by

something, but it's all so oddly done that we don't quite know what's bothering her. Eventually

she and a bunch of colleagues head outside San Diego to explore caverns where these shiny,

blue rocks have showed up. Since most of these colleagues have not been seen until now so we

know they are destined to be Alien bait. Indeed that's exactly what happens. One explorer finds

a rock, it begins to pulsate and something resembling a wet,red sock puppet attacks her. Later

is she is found laying still. The camera pans over her and a more impressive red alien bursts

from her..face (I'll bet you were thinking stomach. Actually this effect is decent. After this shiny

rocks start shaking all over the place and red aliens began bursting out of the rocks. Soon the

cave explorers very slowly get killed off. Some of the death scenes particularly a decapitation

are fairly well done. It's just that the film has likely lost your attention by this point. I won't

spoil the ending except to say it's rather unspectacular. The writing is all rather scattered. Many

scenes seem overlong as the camera spends way too much time focusing on a still boat or a

closing garage door. Maybe they thought this was artistic or perhaps they were just trying to

add time to the film. The pacing is dreadful and will make you feel really tired about halfway

through. How does it look? Now that's where this movie succeeds to some extent. The transfer

is beautiful with all the colors looking perfect particularly in the cave scenes. The audio

however is not quite as consistent. Not a great film by a long shot, but a good job by Midnight

Legacy in making it look very presentable. Special Features include a Dutch VHS trailer and

special effects outtakes.
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 Andy said...

Does this mean we've got some DVDs coming up to review?
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review your music or interview you, contact me HERE.
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Fan Mail

"you need to just stop acting like douchebags and get a
fucking life." “You are insignificant and do not support

80s metal so go fuck yourselves and stop pretending to be
'metal'.” -Sam

Whole post and comments here

“I do not agree with basically everything you say and will not
be coming back to your site again.” -anonymous

Whole post and comments here
“go FUCK YOURSELVES and take your FUCKING NINETIES

CRAP and SHOVE IT UP YOUR ASS!!! And you DEATH METAL
MORONS SUCK $%#^%#^!!!! ”-anonymous

Whole post and comments here
"this is the worst review i've ever read"-Jake Dean

Whole post and comments here
this is the worst review i've ever read “You need to go to a
hearing specialist because you obviously cant hear anything

in those 2 holes."-anonymous
Whole post and comments here

“Your a fucking retard. these guys are immensely talented.
you probably like metallica or some stupid band like that.” -

anonymous
Whole post and comments here

"you obviously don't know what you are talking about.” -
anonymous
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Whole post and comments here
"No reason to rag on D&D just because you have the
imagination of a fucking peanut, sir."-anonymous

Whole post and comments here
"It does surprise me that, with the narrow focus of your

musical interests, you can't sort out what's good and what's
bad in this case.” -Bob Vinyl
Whole post and comments here

"So, in closing, fuck you METAL MARK. Fuck you, fuck Lynch
Mob, and fuck your shitty website!” “I don't know who this
METAL MARK is, but I know better than to waste my time
checking out anything else written by this asshole” -Mike

Whole post and comments here
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